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CHAPTER I

CHARACTERISTICS AND STRUCTURE OF THE
INFORMAL SECTOR IN AFRICA

I.

, Tne concept nas its ori.in in American socioXogy wnere it

.estates tne paraXXeX syste, of workers orations and wage

negotiations wnicn deveXoped aXon.side e.pXoyers or worKers unions

ln industriaXized countries. In develop countries, it appXies to

. wide range of activities not covered by cXassicaX socio-economic

indicators, resuXtin, fro, tne indentation of deveXop.ent poXicies

based on production and i.port consumption modeXs in deveXoped

countries

2. In Africa, in particuXar, an anaXysis of nationaX deveXopTOent

plans fro, independence throu.n tne end of tne xseos snowed tnat

e^pxoy.ent itseXf was not considered an elective as sucn. Owing to

the severe snorta.e of a sKiXXed Xabour force and executives durin.
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to a
quick accumulation of capital.

3.

vet, since the beginning of the 1970s, tne economic growth,

cco.panie, by an employment stagnation
though rapid, appears to be a

in the moaern sectors of the .frican economies. Therefore, the rural

exodus accelerate, by the agricultural policies applied was partly

responsible for the
transformation of the rural underemployed people

into urban unemployed or underemployed people, whom the industries

could not absorb

4. Given the increase in the phenomenon and in the pro.lems of

cities, the informal sector seemingly became an important subject for

investigation. Researchers in various disciplines of the social
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3. It is particularly difficult to give an exact definition of the

informal sector since it represents different realities for different
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6. However

the following four majOr approaches see, to date to

have
been mostly accepted for un

derstanding the sector:

(B) The "labour force" approach
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•«*- 4-viai- it is now mainly
enterprises of the sector, to the poxnt that

identified with lack of accountability;

(d) Finally, researchers working on the informal sector

olaSsify its activities as illegal since they are not generally

legislations. xn the sa.e vein, but somewhat to the extreme, the

informal or unorganized sector would egually include all such legally

forbidden and anti-social activities as smuggling and prostitution.

initi

B. •opos



7. one of the definitions mostly

in the int

used today is that given by S.V.

(volume 114, No. 1/

that definition, enterprises

Sethuraman

Juiy- August 1976). According to

have at Xeast one or several of the following

be considered as .elonging to tne informal sector:

should

conditions in order to

(a)
not Bore than 10 people;

(b) Hot^overned by the labour and administrative provisions;

(c) Employ workers who are
members of the entrepreneur'

family;

(d) LacK worKing timetable or fixed wording days;

(e) Lack capital from
official financial institutions;

(f) Most of its workers hav.
less than six years of

schooling;



(g) Not use

mechanical or electrical energy;

(h)
Have no fixed premises or occupy

rudimentary or temporary

sites.

sector

considerable changes

criteria are sublet to change, since the informal

1976 and continue to experience

of factors within it.

The above

has remarkably evolved since

due to the inconsistency

III.

8.
The major characteristics of the

informal sector, compared to

l^

the organized sector, are
summarized in tabl^e l^
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A.
ititutio
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automatically

-

terms of finance
=«h i-raininq, for example, the
and training,

„.

traffic authorities

B.
Ttr e47ft of tft- -n^Pyises
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114 in
in Malawi to $US 284 in Djibouti
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h nf workers in each informal sector enterprise
the average number of workers

would be three.

c.

(a)

12. The studies conaucte* snow tnat onXy a tnird of tne places of

wort actuaxxy .e.on.s to tne entrepreneurs. Tne .ost widespread

practice is Sguatting or occupancy *y rent parent. Most of tne

enterprises worK in rudimentary and temporary sneds witn very limited

access to electricity and water supply On average, only 30 to 41

per cent of tne enterprises in Africa nave water and electricity

supply
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st<1 t,tK ~f - utrnii-irfliiri wit* flVBten

13. inyt informal sector enterprises, most of the employees are

family members. The traditional social connections such as the

family, friends and neighbours^rf^s much as 50 to 73 per cent

of the labour force. According to studies conducted by the

mternational Labour Organisation (ILO), the most poorly paid of the

labour force in this sector are apprentices, most of whom are paid

salaries below the minimum wage. Within this category are 100 per

cent of the apprentices in Yaounde, 99 per cent of those in Lome, 96

per cent of those in Nouakchott and 93 per cent of those in Bamako

and Kigale;resPectively. In such countries as Senegal and Togo, the

apprentices are paid salaries much lower than the minimum wage. In

Togo, for example, the wage of an apprentice is only 17 per cent of

the approved minimum wage. This appears to be due to the fact that

the apprentices are learning a skill on-the-job and have yet to

acquire enough skill to qualify for higher wages. Sometimes, they

are given pocket money or, at least, fed and housed.
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14. At the higher level, the income of the entrepreneurs in the

formal manufacturing sector in ».,. JSr comparable to tne wa.es

of worKers in tne modern manufacturing sector. Xn Burun.i, tne

average annuax inco.e of an entrepreneur in tne inform sector was

sector, m Kenya and Malawi, the inco.eswere SUS 886 and $US 431.

respectivexy, in tne unor.anized sector, as against $US X,39e and $US

498 in tne .odern manufacturing sector. The average wage of a

in tne infor.ax sector^Xess tnan 40 percent of tnat of

tne same category of worker in the modern sector.

D. L f a sHilH 1^""r force

15. The

the table beXow:

technical qualifications of the labour force are given in
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Tirfe'e"

^_,The lifted tecnnical and management skills of informal sector

entrepreneurs are other important characterise of tne sector.

According to data available from studies conducted on entrepreneurs,

as given in table 3, their averse years of schooling is about eight

years, and approximately 30 per cent of those sailed nave never been

to school. only 20 per cent nave nad professional training in

claSsical institutions. Most of tne entrepreneurs nave been trained

as apprentices. Tneir training has never included any tneoretical

scnooling on tne wordings' of tne machines wnicn tne apprentices use

or repair . Tne training also ignores tne problem of obsoleteness

and ^increased complexity of machines. It is difficult to find

1
who understand tne importance of retraining .xn order

understand technical changes regarding their equipment.

16. This lack of technical and management training makes it

difficult for informal sector entrepreneurs to correctly evaluate the

cost of an article, for the fact that they have no accounting or

book-keeping systems for their sales management. The management of



their capita, is often confused .it. tnat of «-ir Phonal funds.

such a poor .ana^ent is usually responsive for tne snort Ufe of

inforoal sector enterprises < wnic^on avera.e, nas been five years

during tne Xast feW decades. There is an indent insta.iUty in tne

activities o, tne unorgani2ed sector as wen as in tne e^ent

sitUation in tne sector and tnis nas averse ejects on vocationaX

raining in an. tne quality of promts fro, tne sector.

17. Productivity in tne sector is generaXXy low. The availa.le

data, for instance, snow tnat tne manufacturing value added in tne

UnorganiZed sector represents only a quarter of tnat of eacn worKer

ln tne mOdern sector. Tne influence of social relations is so .ucn

that tne entrepreneur always enqa.es additional worKers with tne

result^ tnat tne final productivity Bay become zero - in fact,

negative

18. Fro, this stand point, tne unorganized sector has a

considerable absorbtion capacity, relative to tne .odern sector,
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given tne fact that the sector's technology is highXy labour-

intensive

IV.

19. The structure of the informal sector can *e defined on the

basis of the activities carried out in the various sectors, such as

suggested in table 4 below:
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Four

20. Generally, informal sector entrepreneurs engage in all sorts

of activities, such as agriculture, manufacturing, repairs, trade,

construction, savings and credit. They also offer such services as

transport, water, communications, training and financial services,

in the rural areas, they may be small-scale farmers who may be

practising out-of-season non-agricultural activities or suppliers of

goods and services, who carry out their activities locally. In the

cities, they are rural migrants, members of ethnic groups which

constitute the traditional entrepreneurs, or school drop-outs,

sometimes, they include public officers, graduate workers or

Government officials seeking to improve their income.

21. The types of activities listed in table 4 can be classified

into two main categories depending on whether they are carried out
r

in a sector specifically meant, ior that purpose; for example**)*

fixedHormal sector,or in various sectors, on the streets or in homes

(non-localized informal sector).
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commercial enterprises (first
22 The small-scale industrial or

category) -3»

t essentially from the
point of view of structure or or «»»v^, -^

of Saviour, bu^essentially

point of view of size of tne XaboUr force. Tney are virtually

^section between unorganiZed activities^ which. aXtnou.n few an,

well-specified, ten, towards capital-intensive for^s of production.

23. Tne craftsmen or traditional traders (second category)

in s»aU-scale activities different fro, those of tne s.all-scale

enterprises of tne first category, not by tneir size but ratner by

tneir structures and Saviour. Since tney .ainly run prosperous

business^ tney forB ^selves into professional traditional

societies (guilds) or official associations (employers unio^ capa.le

of -King tneir voices neard and of constituting pressure groups.

24. The' various clandestine enterprises (third category:

intruders, a.ateurs, Ruffians) nave been so naxaed by tne preceding

category as an expression of its resent.ent for tne,. But this

unfair competition from below in which
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unknown or ± systematically ig± systematically ignored originated from «- -uggle

by the traditional handicrafts group against tne competition launched

against it from above by the capitalist enterprise. M are

clandestine activities in tne eyes of tne Government wnicn does not

recognize them despite tne fact tnat tneir activities are open and

visible to tne Public and are tnerefore relatively easy to enumerate

and survey.

25. This last for, of the non-localized informal sector can be

described as the unorganized sector in the strictest sense of the

word, as opposed to the unorganized sector in its widest sense which

includes the handicrafts and small-scale enterprise sectors.

26. The mobile Jobbing and piece workers (fourth category)

constitute the labour force which moves from place to place and which

nay be of great importance to the production sector, particularly the

building and public works sectors. Given the peculiar precarious

nature of labour in this sector, such independent service sector

workers as plumhers and electricians may also be engaged in it.
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„. The eguivalent of the preceding category in the trade and

certain sectors are hawkers (fifth category) who offer goods and

services to" the final consumers at their placesof work.

28. Moonlighting at home (sixth category) involve true clandestine

activities, especially as those of the third category are, in fact,

carried out in the public. In this sixth category of activities,

unfair competition is high, not only for the localized unorganized

sector but also for the outdoor jobbing and piece workers.

29. Finally, home work (seventh category) which is acceptable,

cannot be considered as clandestine work. For example, included in

this category are women who engage in weaving, carpet-making and

other similar activities at home.

30. The informal financial system comprises saving and credit

associations, revolving^redit systems, bankers and mobile^lenders

societies which generally include transactions between friends and

relations. It is available to customers with low income and, unlike
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the other informal activities, is based on personaX reXations rather

than formaX guarantees. The re.voXvin.g_~edit system is practise, in

fflany countries. It is caXXed tontines in Benin and other West

African French-speaking countries, Esusu in Zaire, Susu in Ghana,

SauduK in Sudan, Hagbad in Somalia, EKub in Ethiopia, Djanggi in

Cameroon and Chilemba in Uganda, Malawi, Zambia and Zimbabwe. In

certain countries, full membership financial organizations have been

forced through this informal financiaX system. Such organizations

exist in Cameroon, C6te d'lvoire, MaXi, Senegal and Ethiopia. In

Senegal, one of such clubs established in 1983 became, in four years,

an organization of about 400 members, with an accumulated capital of

167 million CFAF

31. The order of rotation may be established by lot, election,

negotiation or by urgency of need but, in all cases, by consensus.

Associations with fixed funds are similar to savings banks. The

funds of participants are deposited with a treasurer for a pre-agreed

period of time. Such funds may be lended to members or outsiders and

the interests yieXded pXoughed back into the funds.
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for illustration, tables 5
32. Using four West African countries

cent^of the.informal sector enterprises4and 6 below show that 50 per

** engaged in tradings

This distribution is similar to tnat obtained in

where services, including trade and transport,

GDP contribution in African countries.

nignest

33. Tables 7, 8 and 9 illustrate tne structure of the informal

sector in tne following African countries: BurKina Faso, Benin,

Djibouti, Guinea, Nigeria and Zaire. Tnis structure, although

the demand ofvarying fro, country to country, .ainly <

iow-income earners, whereas their offer depends on available raw

materials and recovery products
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Five, six, seven, eight and nine

CHAPTER II

THE ROLE OF THE
INFORMAL SECTOR IN AFRICAN ECONOMIES

I.

The inform sector has not aevelopment wit* the sa»e thrust

ln an AfriCan countries wnic, can be d...i*i- into the foXXowin,

three eateries based on tne importance of «- sector in each grouP

34

of countries:

(a) Most West African countries in

plays a predominant role in the urban economy;

which the informal sector

(b)
Some North and East Africa

countries in which the informal

sector is less developed;



(c) southern African countries in

is insignificant.

25

which the informal sector

35. The difference fcetween East and West .frican countries lies in

the fact that V* u-n Zoning and deveXop.ent relations were nuch

stricter in Kast .frican countries than in West .frican countries

during the coxoniai period, -us in the Xatter, tne infor.aX sector

deve1OPed witnout constraint. As for tne tnird ^^

countries, t*e virtuaX insistence of tne inform sector is

explained by tne pecuUar nature of tnose countries wnicn nave .eco.e

laboUr reservoirs for Soutn .frica wnose mines absorb tne excess

manpower wnicn couXd not be e.pXoyed in tne neighbouring countries.

In west Africa, for exa.pXe, sucn.^excess manpower concentrates in

the cities where it creates the informai sector.

36. in spite of these disparities in subregionaX deveXop.ent, the

in.or.ax sector pXays an i.portant roXe in tne economies of .any
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African countries. Hence: (i)
Its major contribution to the

-GDP, (ii)
place in job

creation in the urban area-

its contribution

ingy-'Uv) its role

.expenditure

A.
ft n,^r nnni-.rib-^^Il *" "" ™P nf tno VfHoi P CQnttnWlt

(a)

37. According to available data, the average contribution of the

informal sector to the GDP of African countries is estimated at 20

per cent and its contribution to the GDP of the non-agricultural

sector is put at 34 per cent. To illustrate, the contribution of the

informal sector decreases from 38 per cent in Guinea to 10.3 per cent
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1B Tan2ania, and up to 30 per cent in Burkina Faso, 24.5 per cent in

Higeria and 20 per cent in tne Kiger. Sectoral analysis of the

available data show tnat trade'^A^ about 50 per cent of the

production of the informal sector, \l2 per .cent

. (lAjar
,r and^4. per cent

transport.
.. This distribution is similar to that obtained in

t^e modern sector where services, including trade and transport,

the highest GDP contribution in African countries.

(b)

38. in countries where the rate of industrialization is still very

low, the informal sector remains dominant in manufacturing

production. Thus, in Guinea, as shown in table 14, 96 per cent of

the manufactures, mainly food products, beverages and tobacco,

textiles and leather, woodworks, non-metallic minerals and metal

works come from the informal sector. There are only three branches

(basic metallurgy, chemical products, printing and paper production)

in which informal sector activities are not involved. On the other
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nand, inform sector activities are predominant in such sectors as

trade (92 per cent of the value added), hotel and restaurant services

(66 per cent of the value added) and in the U&S* sector (71 per

cent). Al-st all the value added of social services also come fro,

this sector. In such areas as the building, public worKs and

transport sectors, the contribution of the informal sector value

added JL~ 36 per cent and 45 per cent of the total value added,

respectively

39. The above situation also applies to Burkina Faso and the Niger,

in Burkina Fajo, for example, the contribution of the informal sector

to the manufacturing industries is 71 per cent and 63 per cent of the

value added in 1980 and 1986, respectively. Here, informal

activities are predominant in the same sectors as in Guinea. But in

addition, in such crucial areas as the building and transport

sectors, the contribution of the informal sector is higher:-65 per

cent and 49 per cent, respectively, of the value added of both

sectors. Tables 10, 11, 12 and 13 give the structure and

performances of the informal sector as well as the structure of the
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.anufacturing value added in BurKina Paso, Guinea and the Higer. In

these countries, tne industrial informal sector constitutes a basis

tor development and needs to be encouraged, modernized, revitalized

and integrateAo the overall development process.
A

(C) mi~ t-t^ti- f«+* *hft moaprn segt9r

40. some estimation surveys of the trade flows at all stages of the

handicrafts production process, .^made it possible to observe the

role of craftsmen in the national economic structure and their

dominant contribution to meeting the needs of the domestic,marKet.

Their transactions with the modern sector represent on average 42 per

cent of the annual trade figures of the micro enterprises. The

remaining volume of sales (58 per cent) is carried out by petty

traders and craftsmen. It is estimated that 80 per cent of the

.-production materials used by the informal sector is purchased from

the modern sector. The materials concerned here, are mainly

equipment and raw materials.
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Ten, eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen, fifteen

B.

(i) .Tr.fr creation

41. The excess-labour-absorber role played by the informal sector

roainly in the urban areas is well Known. According to available

statistics, the informal sector employs about 21 per cent of the

total labour force in Africa. In the urban areas, it provides 59 per

cent of the jobs. Currently, according to the international Labour

Office, it is the major job creator^ when compared with the modern

sector which provides jobs for an estimated 25 per cent of the urban

labour force.

42. The table below shows that in 1985, the informal sector

provided jobs for 43 per cent of the labour force^6te d'lvoire, 26

per cent in Nigeria, 27 per cent in Benin, 31.3 per cent in Zaire,

24 per cent in the Congo and 18 per cent in Togo. In Burundi, Malawi

and Madagascar where the contribution is lower, the figures are three
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and five per cent, respectively. As earlier mentioned, these

differences are attributable to such institutional factors as the

differences in planning methods and immigration policies. In such

countries as Malawi and Gabon, they are either attributable to

emigration to neighbouring countries or to the relatively low growth

rate of the labour force
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sixteen

(ii) jfrwlnyment growth

43. The table below shows that the annual employment growth rate

in the informal sector was eL*7 per cent«£~> 1980 «* 1985,

rauch more rapid than the urban labour force and the employment growth

rate in the modern sector. The number of new jobs created in the

^^is estimated at 6 million, as
in.or.al

against only 0.5 million in the modern sector which absorbs only 6

per cent of the new arrivals at the labour market. Studies conducted

show that about three quarters of such arrivals were absorbed by the

unorganized sector (see table below).
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C. Traininq

44. The unorganized sector equally plays an important role in

training, -.inly, through apprenticeship. According to available

data, 25 per cent of the urban labour force was trained in the

informal sector. This training ^^is particularly crucial for

illiterates who constitute eight per cent of the apprentices; it is

also very crucial for those who did not complete their primary

education.

D. flnhi1izatinn of savings and credit

45. With regard to the informal financial institutions, it was

observed that in Kwara State, in Nigeria, 60 per cent of rural credit

came from friends and relations, 35 per cent from other informal

lenders and only five per cent from modern financial institutions,

in Ethiopia, the 1968-1973 development plan estimated the volume of

savings mobilized by credit and savings associations at 8 per cent
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of the GDP. m Addis Ababa, ^ers of these associations were

estimated at 60 per cent of the urban population. In Sudan, in 1974,

a survey of the rural people showed that 30 per cent of their credit

came fro, shopkeepers, 25 per cent fro- informal lenders and 15 per

cent from relations and friends.

46. The resources of the informal financial associations are used

for various purposes (as shown in table 18), such as agricultural

investments^ncome-generatiSS equipment often jointly owned, social

infrastructure, agricultural inputs, ceremonies, consumer durables,

commercial transactions, medical care and school fees. The social

security role played by most of these associations is particularly

important since the periodic contributions provide access to loans

in case of illness,' loss of employment or imprisonment. Since the

associations are generally formed aa-UiU-UMLJ-BP members**) of the

same schools their operations are well adapted to the socil^cultural

environment in which they operate, due mainly to the solidarity

between them and the respect for their individual functions.
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CHAPTER III

DEVELOPMENT POLICIES FOR THE INFORMAL SECTOR

47
The informal sector has been the recent concern of development

policies of national development plans. In fact, until the mid

1970s, national development policies toore-^always centred on

increasing agricultural productivity (objectives), particularly of

export crops and highly capital-intensive industrial investment in

the context of a largely State controlled distribution^ and without

adequate infrastructure and transport facilities. The results have

been disappointing, both at the global and sectoral levels.

Generally, it has been difficult to maintain a high level of economic

growth given the persistent and growing economic and financial

imbalances, whereas at the sectoral level the structural dualism,

involving modern and traditional activities, has worsened.
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I.

ti

A.
Itt

48

FoXXowing a high rate of ruraX exodus, cosine, with a Xower

, the deveXopment poXicies **

1- to t,e e^ence

rate of jOb avaiXabiXity in

then trie* to reve.se tne Ration news

of the urban informal sector.
and expansion

49. To tnis end, youth .oMUzation pro.ra^es were e^arKea upon

for tne execution of co^unity projects for a.ricuXturaX

But very XittXe was achieved owing to XacK of .otivation. In

addition to this, the professionaX training given to the young peopXe

mobilized was very poor, the XeveX of^supervisors Xow and the

equipnent provided inadequate and poorXy .aintained. ConsequentXy,

the programmes undertaken were a faiiure.

50. As a resuxt of this, speciaX training and empXoyment programmes

integrated into the nationaX deveXopment programmes were estafcXished
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for young PeoPle. The

were generaXXy P-ned a. executed

by the centraX administration without the participation of the XocaX

peopie. The pXanned objectives incXuded the .XXowin,: checKin.

rural exodus, increasin.

people in various tyPeS of

P-uction, trainin, of youn.

worX, creation of rura,

improvement of the sociaX in,rastructure an, or.anization of

in the countryside. Tney comprised numerous bacK-to-the-Xand

projects ,inanced fro- the State budget with a very Xow participation

of the loc.1 comities and ai.ed specificaXXy at trans.on^in,

educated young peopXe into far»ers. It aXso invoXved the provision

of .odern equipment such as tractors, harvesters and other

agricuxturax machines which are difficult to maintain durin, periods

of tight budget. such speciax pro.ra.nes were estabXished in Ohana

(WorKers-

(Far™ SettXe.ent Schemes), MaXawi (Youth

Pioneer Sche.e), Kenya (Vouth PoXytechnics), MaXi

), Zambia (RuraX Reconstruction Centres) as weXX as in

Burkina Faso, Mauritania and other countries.
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51

to

o,

B.
policies

„. The current agricultural .eveXop.ent policies favour t,e

creation o* enterprises an, seU-e.plov.ent ai.e, at tne folloWing

target groups:



(a) The already established farmers

their farming systems;

40

who intend to modernize

establish their own farms;

elites who have decided to invest in
(c) Executives or elites wno

agriculture;

civil servants and unemployed graduates;

. «* aaricultural schools and training
(e) Former students of agriculture

centres

53. The elective is, general, to attain food self-sufficiency

and food security through tne deve^ent of subsistence agricuXture

which is .ainxy traditionaX and wnicn has been Xong negXected in

faVour of casn crops. Xn tne various structure adjustment

programmes, many measures aimed mainXy at Xi.eraXizing food product
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„.

a<valop""t

manufacturin^all-scale processing
at mechanizing

■ „, nroducts by developing, in the villages,
primary processing of products oy

cassava grating machines, grain mills, local palm-il and sugar-cane

nills, rice threshing and shedding machines and such other industries

as will benefit the traditional agricultural sector largely.

54. Although relevant, current policies are still vague and rarely

emphasize the need for land legislation, new agricultural

developmen^guantitative objectives for the use of fertiliser and

other agricultural inputs. The real scope for investment in basic

infrastructure and such other factors as imports^oduction

subsidies, credit and the recruitment of supervisors *e~ remained

Umited owing to the restrictive structural adjustment measures.

II.
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55

■th>retv

p'lvata

v.ry

. -u



plans recogniielgucljr qualities

43

establishing industries required by the countries^ formed.

^fThe informal s^clo^as flexibility

in their offer, great resilience in the face crisis, employment

dynamism - in fact, as a great instrument for national development

■, It is also a fact that small- and medium-scale
themselves easily. It is also a

can play a capital role in expanding growth within the
enterprises

society

B.

„. These considerations have led certain countries to undertake

handicrafts and the small- and medium-scale

fflost countries, there is no institutional

specific actions for the

industries. However, in

frameworK specifically for informal sector operators.
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58.

The action programs undertaKen
;« Mali Toqo and Rwanda were
xn Mai,, Tog

aimed at the following:

-

and associations;

(M
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the income

activities. Such programmes

in Kigali, 20 per cent of those in

of sokode, Atakpane and Anie in Togo. They improved

able to make some savings as

of the
affected craftsmen who were thus

shown in the table below:

Table 19

60. m

summarized below:

Ttir rirfl1 hmrtlmft' 1^»»trl9tt

61. A brief assessment of the majOr activities carried out in this

handicrafts industry as the outright focus

area
shows the traditional

of
attention of the public authorities

Activities such as metal



fabricating, woodwork and rural construction Cnasonry and well-

digging) were given technical assistance. It is planned to develop

other activities such as pottery; weaving, basKet *aKing and

XeatnerworKs on the bases of regional and local potential

of these acuities are carried out by women;depending on tne ethnic

grouP, tne social structures and the traditional division of the

- ^nf . industry

62. The najor concern has been mainly to train and improve rural

craftsfflen. over the years, certain countries have f.!t the need to

centralize the trainin, units by providin, theD with as *uch funds

as Possible for as .any crafts.en as could be reached in various

realities, and to increase and expand the art networK in order to

meet the various rural needs. Such experiences have been carried out

in Mali. BurKina Paso and the Ki.er where the trainin. has been

advantageously used to teach the craftsmen how to ,aKe their own

tools. The trained crafts.en are granted loan^to acquire all the

other equipment and services (advice, guidance) needed durin, and

after the training
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63. in countries such as Benin, Mali, the Central African Republic,

Senegal and Togo the media for an active promotion of the

industry are the centres and villages concerned. These centres,

which recruit a number of art and craftsworkers through the Office

^■^TH-<-„,.*■ «*Hii purism, concentrate on producing and marketing

carvings, baskets, weaving and pottery products, jewellery and

similar art works. The assistance given have often neglected such

other promotional aspects as credit, diversification and improvement

of the models proposed to clients or the self-organization^the

people concerned. This type of intervention in its *ee***~ and

scope clearly demonstrates that greater importance is attached to the

cultural values of artwork than to an intention to reactivate the

sector.

of the
64. in Rwanda, in order to develop the very rich potentials

industry, sales centres have been set up at major points

in the prefecture. The caters are managed by the ^-nrintiqn POUT
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(ASPAR) which encourages domestic and

foreign .arketing of art products and promotes the art world through

logistical and technical support.

65. Besides, the centres established in Rwanda to counter certain

unfavourable policies are now legally recognized. They negotiate

periodically with the Government problems relating to work permit,

credit, taxation and occupancy rights in public places. In Mali and

Togo, they have facilitated access to production resources through

group purchases and collective acquisition of material.

ndustry
66. in Morocco, during the period 1980-1985,

benefited from such promotional actions as the construction of

collective and individual art centres, the granting of aid to co

operatives, the renovation of training centres and the organization

of fairs and other exhibitions. The actions planned for the period

1988-1992 aim to strengthen private} initial ventures and encourage

^investment as well as co-operative movements. It was also planned

to grant autonomy to the vocational training centres, ensure quality
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control of the products through production marks, institute a new

investment code which would further encourage a better regional

distribution of the arts and crafts industry and eliminate export tax

on art products.

C. Current promotjonal policies

- and medium-seal ft industrj.es

67. The changing roles of the public and private sectors,

respectively, in the 1980s, has raised the concern to promote

enterprises of both sectors. Most Governments, with the support of

international financial organizations, have decided to include small-

and medium-scale enterprises in their medium- and long-term

development strategies. The general objective of the current

development plans is to make the small- and medium-scale enterprises

more viable, dynamic and productive with a view to increasing their

contribution to the socio-economic development of countries.
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68. Thus, many measures are planned including the following major

ones:

(a) Adoption of a specific export-promotion regulation for

small- and medium-scale enterprises;

(b) Setting-up of a system for stimulating the priority

sectors using the management and job creation criteria;

(c) Setting-up of infrastructure for small- and medium-scale

enterprises;

(d)
Development of suitable training systems for entrepreneurs

of small- and medium-scale firms;

(e) Encouragement of exchange of information, experiences and

technology among heads of small- and medium-scale enterprises;
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(f) Review of credit policies in favour of small-scale

enterprises and simplification and acceleration of loan-granting

procedures;

(g) Improvement of the quality of industrial products by

establishing a quality control or certification system;

(h) Establishment of a national quality standardization and

promotion agency to be responsible for establishing standards, and

setting up of agencies to be responsible for informing and guiding

the activities of the enterprises;

(i) Promotion of research for the innovation of enterprises

by instituting measures aimed at stimulating innovation within the

enterprises by setting up associations for industrialists and

researchers as well as innovation research assistance funds;

(j) Study of the conditions for acquiring the necessary raw

materials, tools and equipment for the activities of the enterprises;
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(k) Search for technical assistance and foreign financing;

(1) Provision of supervision, training, management assistance

and market access facilities.

69. In the plans of certain countries, the current pricing systems

favour tertiary activities but discourage the development of local

manufacturing sectors which are capable of checking massive

importation of foreign manufactured goods. Also, the pricing systems

are considered inadequate and plans are under way to reformulate them

as this would improve the environment of the small-scale industry

perceptibly.

70. In order to achieve some of the measures listed above, Cameroon

earmarked the sum of 66.4 billion CFAF in its 1986-1991 development

plan; in Morocco's plan the amount was 17.4 billion DH. Other

national development plans such as those of the Central African

Republic, Kenya, Burundi, the Niger and Burkina Faso^pieensd major

actions for the promotion of small-scale industries.
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71. In many African countries such as Liberia, Nigeria and Burundi,

there are financial institutions which cater for the needs of small-

and medium-scale industries. In Nigeria, the Nigerian Bank for

Commerce and Industry (NBCI) was provided with a grant of 19 million

to develop a revolving fund for small-scale industries. In 1980, an

addition grant of 45 million^was provided the NBCI to erffcen* its

credit facilities to^he small-scale industries. In Liberia, the

small Enterprise Financing Organization (SEFO) concentrated on the

financial and managerial needs of the relatively well-to-do small-

scale enterprises, granting considerable amounts of loans ranging

from $US 10,000 to $US 50,000.

72. For the informal sector to really benefit from all these

measures, they should be directed to those enterprises at the bottom

of the ladder of small-scale industries, that is, ^bbee^ the most

disadvantaged among them.

III. Trade- transport flnfl finance
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73. As for such other activities as trade, transport and finance,

the national development policies under the plans have not been

sufficiently explicit. However, the food products marketing plans,

in particular, are generally liberal and ^to bring about such

improvements as the reorganization of medium rural and urban markets

and the development of suitable measuring gauges for the retail

trade. Similarly, countries such as Cote d'lvoire and Senegal have

developed special systems of granting licenses aimed at increasing

the legal status and protection of small-scale industries. Reducing

the cost of official formalities and improving the support granted

them may encourage certain informal sector entrepreneurs to formalize

their activities and pool their resources while developing relations

with the markets and institutions of the informal sector.

74. in the financial area, there are hardly any attempts to

directly integrate informal financial institutions into the banking

system. Mobilization of savings of non-financial informal operators

is through the informal organizations and associations of craftsmen

and entrepreneurs in co-operation with the bank£j
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CHAPTER IV

CONSTRAINTS AND PROBLEMS

75. The development of the informal sector is faced with serious

constraints, mainly in the following areas: financial and fiscal,

stability and size of the market, equipment, raw material supply,

access to infrastructure and technological adaptation. The

constraints are further compounded by the absence of an institutional

framework and lack of knowledge of the real and potential capacities

of the activities as well as by lack of data.

I. An inoperative institutional frameworK

76
At the institutional level, most of the African countries have

set up the relevant structures through a national office for the

promotion of the handicraftsman- and medium- scale industries

under a ministry that may differ from country to country. The
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support mechanisms and initial actions

1960s through the 1970s

took off &**» the end of the

77. significant progress was achieved by few countries among which

were C6te d-Ivoire, Senegal, Rwanda, Mali, the Niger, Togo, Morocco,

Tunisia and Cameroon which have set up special assistance structures

provided with real poweis^^ns responsive for planning, co

ordinating and implementing government policies.

78. on the whole, the staff responsible for promoting the

nandicrafts and other small-scale industries at the national level

remain ill-eguipped to discharge their responsibilities. Such

entities are few and often lac* the necessary logistical resources

to continue their activities in the field. Although the services are

faced with enormous management difficulties which impede their

operations, the recruitment of Jiandii. i nftr assis an

agents in the handicrafts sector is better in C6te d'lvoire where the

specialized training centres have been strengthened and the education*^
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of the bodies responsible for promoting
system widely expanded. Most

small- and medium-scale industries have failed in many countries.

79. The wide diversity of administrative supervision by ministries,

the lacK of inter-ministerial coordination and the dispersion of

sectoral projects are often responsible for the disappointing impact

of government intervention. These also result in a lacK of clear

allocation of duties and responsibilities to the various ministries

and sometimes in their pursuing incoherent and contradictory

objectives

H. ffl—n~ "f " lonn-tPm develorient strategy

SO. GeneraHy, the development plans are vague and timid in their

approach to the handicrafts industry. They do not ta*e account of

the variety of situation^urt, urban, individual or collective

handicrafts situatio^^e diverse categories of activities.
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81. There is generally no comprehensive and coherent approach and

Xong-term vision in the promotion of the handicrafts industry. One

.of the consequences of this is that the handicrafts industry is not

sufficiently integrated into the sectoral, especially the industrial,

commercial and agricultural industries. Also, the interventions lacK

flexibility and a systemic evaluation to allow for a timely

implementation of the necessary new policies and changes.

.2. m many countries, the financial, trade, fiscal, technological

and professional organizational measures planned for promoting the

handicrafts industry hardly ever go beyond the planning stage. Such

measures are transferred fro. one plan to another and even when they

have started being executed, various structural and methodological

obstacles come up and deviate their positive impact. For the.

relevant interventions to succeed,certain macro-economic policies *

ejten need to be reviewed. The projects often depend on external

financing, and this may have very adverse consequences on continuity,

permanent and mastery of a true policy for developing the

handicrafts industry
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S3. Generally, there are many initiatives whose approaches and aims

vary from country to country. They reflect the diversity of needs

and situations of the handicrafts industry, as well as the dispersion

and lacK of continuity of State interventions. Even though most

countries have not adopted any real development strategies or

programmes for the handicrafts industry, they usually have an

appreciable number of activities and projects.

III.
policies

A. i- policies

84. Placed in an inappropriate legal, administrative and

institutional situation, the informal sector entrepreneurs constitute

for the credit institutions, a risK that should be avoided or, at

least, limited by reducing the loan amount or by increasing interest

rate* Besides, the banks require the most reliable securities,

usually mortgages or sound guarantees as a condition for granting

their loans; hence only those enterprises with sound property, those
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that are outright self-financing which offer the most securities,

those with K sound accounting and management system or which can

present technical well-prepared documents obtain the,. For this

reason, small-scale enterprises have enormous difficulties in

opining credits fro, the banKs as the guarantees they offer are

insufficient. Besides, in .any African countries long-term loans are

rare owing to the discouraging interest rates on long-term deposits

as well as the lacK of appropriate establishments or refinancing

mechanisms

85. some countries have established guarantee funds or funds for

promoting small- and medium-scale enterprises to provide securities

to the banKs for loans granted to small-scale enterprises. But such

fundS are generally inoperative in that the procedures involved are

out of tune with their promotional objective. Even where certain

governments have set up a financing mechanise with favourable

interest rates for small-scale enterprises, the interventions of the

private or semi-public banKing sector have regained very weaK. It

should also be emphasized that, generally, the services responsible
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for P^otin.

medium-scaXe enterprises have faiXed in

their duties .ecause of tneir very costXy operations and tne very

Xi.it- invoxve^ent of tne operators. Sucn services are generaXXy

unsuitabxe. Tne new trend is to esta.Xish mutuaXXy guaranteeing

companies.

B
HJ^IY ^ncen*T^^ fisra1 po1 tgiQS

86
The current fiscal practices

in most countries compel small-

scale enterprises to remain anonymous

to pay tax

for lack of financial resources

B7. xn some countries, tnere are no separate laws for crafts.en

other than tne .eneraX Xaws statin, tneir tax payer o.Xi.ations. Tne

syste, of sociaX cnar.es and taxes see, to be desire, for

esta.Xisn.ents and not for tne activities of s.aXX- an, Bedium-scaXe

enterprises. ,n evaXuation carried out by tne Xvorian Oovern.ent on

this subject snows tne tax syste, governing tne reXationsnips between
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the State, the local authorities and the small-scale entrepreneurs

to be unsuitable.

... The informal sector entrepreneurs are therefore always

subjected to the arbitrary checKing of the tax or police inspector

craftsmen, for example, are fluently subjected to parent of

trading and daily community tax in public places and markets. Such

tax imposition maRes the craftsmen to go into hiding, flee and

temporarily suspend their activities during times of tax collection.

Preliminary estimates of the taxes imposed on the craftsmen of

cotonou put such taxes at between five and 15 per cent of their

profit. This rate is clearly higher than that charged on wages and

salaries which ranges from one to six per cent.

.9. Moreover, almost all the small-scale enterprises cannot have

access to the tax benefits provided for by the current investment

codes in the countries given the fact that the established minimum

amount for initial investment is beyond their means, neither can they
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benefit from such customs advantages as exemption from import duties

on equipment and intermediate goods owing to the exorbitant amount

demanded as guarantees from importers, the administrative formalities

and the minimum amount of orders x
«Ly~*Jl ■

90. The current investment codes are rather favourable to foreign

capital and large-scale
industrial units which benefit from

exemptions and subsidies which in the long-term will be adverse to

the progress of the local small-scale enterprises.

c.

91. in an unfavourable environment, the application of urbanization

regulations and environmental provisions maKes the small-scale

worKshops to systematically disappear. Their establishment in

structures at the peripheries of the cities removes them from the

most favourable environment for selling their products and personal

services
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Lritv of

suppIv

A. Demand

92. The results of surveys conducted in African countries show that

the inadequacy and irregularity of demand for goods and services

produced by the informal sector are the major obstacles to its

operations. This demand problem is associated mainly with the

purchasing power of the people as well as the nature and quality of

goods supplied.

93. The decrease in the purchasing power of Africans during the

1980s was considerable. Real wages in the public and private sectors

fell by up to six per cent. The fall in the income of the rural

people was even more. This situation which was compounded by the

fall in the growth rate of paid work made the rate of rural exodus

even higher, in fact tragic, while salaries fell to such low levels

that wage earners were compelled to look for other sources of income
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in order to make both ends meet. The informal sector labour force

grew by 6.7 per cent during the period. The informal sectors supply

trend therefore went upwards while the demand trend continued to

fall. Public demand could therefore not be expected to offset the

insufficient private demand - and such was not the case.

94. in spite of the adoption by certain countries of legislations

aimed at making invitation to bid more flexible for small-scale

enterprises, the problem remained unresolved. In Mali and Senegal,

for instance, deals involving less than 10 million CFAF were

theoretically reserved for small-scale enterprises. In C6te

d'lvoire, a market code has just been established for the division

of orders into batches in line with the technical and financial

capabilities of the small- and medium-scale enterprises. These

arrangements which were welcomed by those concerned have however not

yet been implemented. An examination of the public markets in Rwanda

has shown a net decrease in the share of small-scale enterprises over

the fast few years. Most of the allocations go to foreign

enterprises or their branches.



95. xn addition to XacK of information, the reXativeXy Xong periods

of payment for pubXic deaXs discourage most ***** smaXX-scaXe

enterprises from bidding.

B. c^r^jhY of riff m^rials

96. The difficuXty in finding raw materiaXs and their cost Pose£

whicn do not demand an advance from cXients to pay for the cost of

the raw materiaxs. Tne others aXso face the same pro.Xem because the

shortage and cost of raw materiaXs infXuence the voXume of orders and

thus hampers the operations of the production units.

V.
ci^w ^hn-i^qj^ adaptation

97. Except for a few exampXes mainXy BurKina Faso, HaXi, Madagascar

and Kwanda, the deveXopment of improve^tirectXy usa.Xe technigues

by smaXX-scaXe enterprises has never attracted the attention of

economic poXicy-ma.ers. SimiXarXy, the pXanning of new products and
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services aimed at diversifying offer or at adapting it to a variety

*&& domestic market S needs has been neglected. In the woodwork^,

leatherworkS^, weaving building materials, automobile repairs and food

sectors, numerous technical and economic viabi1ity studies on the

openings that can be offered by this market to the local resources

have been carried out in several countries. But the real problem is

their implementation at the manufacturing and marketing levels.

98. It should also be emphasized that in most African countries,

the structured of the industries iff unbalanced, vulnerable and

incomplete. Industrialization is aimed mainly at import substitution

and, to a much lesser degree, processing of raw materials for export.

The rudimentary nature of the intermediate industries and the

equipment sector proves the fact that the industrial structure is

incomplete. Few industrial enterprises possess the technical and

management labour force that will enable them to establish initial

links with local suppliers of industrial inputs; and only a few

industries are capable of transferring their technology to other
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local enterprises. This is, in fact, a serious obstacle to the

industrial growth and emergence of industrial art oofctiago' industries

VI. Defective socio-economic indicators

99. The socio-economic indicators currently used do not quite

highlight the informal sector activities. These activities have been

evaluated by certain international organizations through special

periodic surveys. Even the results of such surveys do not

systematically and clearly show the informal sector in the national

accounts of African countries. The very few national accounts such

as those from Burkina Faso and the Niger include all the

"unregistered" or "unmeasurable" activities, which l«ad&- to an

overestimation. It is, therefore, urgent to review the statistical

data used in preparing national accounts, revise the indicators used

so as to better adapt them to the economic realities of the

countries. This requirement is all the more essential as the

modernization of the African economies are very limited and their

administrative and statistical follow-up leave much to be desired.
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CHAPTER V

PROSPECTS FOR THE INTEGRATION OF THE INFORMAL SECTOR

100. The integration of the informal sector into the socio-economic

development processes of African countries requires, essentially.a

clear and thorough review of the development strategies as well as

the application of new policies capable of stimulating indispensable

structural changes aimed at reversing the disastrous situation of the

1980s. The new strategies and policies must first aim at the

setting-up of a network of productive and efficient small-scale

enterprises* whose basic role will be to meet most of the needs of

r
the domestic market, contribute substantially to more job creation

and secure a better national income redistribution. To achieve such

an objective for the national small-scale enterprises, substantial

modifications in the current institutional, legislative and economic

frameworks, exploitation of all potentials in this area and gaining

access to additional production inputs are indispensable. These are
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the necessary
preconditions for expanding the markets open to the

local small-scale enterprises

101. The rise in the demand for informal sector products may be

brought about by raising the living standards mainly of the rural

people as well as by redirecting the demand for goods produced by

this sector for public consumption

102. in the first instance, raising the standard of living of the

rural people who constitute the majority of the African population

will require increasing subsistence agricultural production,

livestock production and fish production by implementing appropriate

policies aimed at increasing productivity; and by modernizing the

existing production systems and applying remunerative price systems.

The search for ways of increasing food production and raising the

standard of living of people is reflected in the food self-

sufficiency objective of most national development plans currently
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being implemented in Africa. This objective can be fully achieved

if based on a solid and genuine political will and on the effective

voluntary participation of rural people who are supported, motivated

and encouraged, but who are most especially confident, in the

prospects for socio-economic development. The raising of the peoples

standard of living which will result from the achievement of the

objective will enable the small-scale entrepreneurs to find in the

rural areas additional markets either in production, in maintenance

and repair of agricultural implements and in all activities at all

levels of agricultural production ranging from fertilizer, storage

and processing of products to transport, owing to the nnrmH-nfinri

demand for durable household consumer goods and the need to improve

living conditions and socio-economic infrastructure. A sustained and

stronger demand for informal sector products in the rural areas, by

such raising of the (standard of living/ofe=ttte peopleg will help to

check rural exodus and alleviate excess population pressure on the
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urban small-scale activities. Increasing the supply of raw materials

which can also result from increasing agricultural production would

allow the urban handicrafts industry to obtain more supplies

regularly.

103. Secondly, every development policy capable of tthA%irecting

final demand to the informal sector will bring about a more equitable

distribution of national income through the resultant employment

generating effects. The equitable distribution objective also

pursued by the national development plan can also be largely achieved

easily because of the wide variety of goods and services that can be

purchased by the State from the informal sector. This possibility

is hardly exploited by the countries despite the adoption of measures

to split up the public markets in order to make them accessible to

the small-scale industries. The reason for this is that such

measures are never applied because of pressures from the modern

sector and bad administrative habits strongly rooted in the mentality

of bureaucrats.
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104. This situation also results from corruption on the part of or

conspiracy between the national or foreign private interests and

certain administrative and political leaders. The new policies and

strategies should help eliminate the improper practices in government

sectors and large-scale enterprises so that the objective of

equitable distribution of national income can be achieved.

105. Among those sectors to which informal sector products can be

supplied are the following: building, dressmaking, furniture works,

maintenance and repairs. Effectively readapting State markets to

informal sector products would not only contribute to increasing the

demand for informal sector products, considerably making them more

stable and reliable to the producers, but could also play a decisive

role in the establishment and development of certain handicrafts

industries.

106. Thirdly, efforts aimed at economizing foreign exchange by

substituting imported goods with locally manufactured ones have been

snobbed in Africa by well-to-do consumers who are little interested
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in indigenous products and services. This psychological obstacle

which many Africans find difficult to surmount must be countered by

a national offer of quality goods acceptable and adapted to demand

if African industrial progress must not be compromised. The import-

substitution strategies implemented by African countries during the

1960s and 1970s, particularly, could not give them an industrial

take-off. It is, to a large extent, responsible for the general

crisis situation in which these countries currently find themselves.

107. It is now imperative for almost all the countries to change

their industrialization strategies and policies. The new strategies

should/ particularly aim at modifying the composition of the final

r
products as well as the production structures by taking into account

the size of the market, availability of local resources, nature of

domestic demand and inter-sectoral relations.

II. Development of relations between the informal—and modern

K

sectors
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108. The lack of satisfactory relations between the informal sector

and the modern industrial sector is mainly due to the rudimentary

nature of the capabilities of informal enterprises in such areas as

mechanical, metallurgical and electrical works, which is an obstacle

to the development of relations not only among enterprises but also

between them and lother institutions Jsuchy as research departments,

universities, research laboratories and sectoral associations. It

is also due to the fact that the modern sector of the African

economies depend largely on foreign capital, technology and technical

assistance with little or, indeed, no links with the traditional

sector.

109. It is high time an end was put to such a situation by first

announcing clearly and very explicitly the principles governing plans

for industrializing the economy at the national, subregional and

regional levels and the functions incumbent, in this context, upon

urban and rural small-scale industries. In the same vein, there is

the need to clearly conceive and determine the priorities to be
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accorded to the various industrial domains linked to the other

sectors of the economy.

110. In formulating policies, strategies and priorities, African

countries should, without any doubt, further pursue the development

of essential industries by acquiring technology and know-how in areas

such as metallurgy and metallic construction which can provide a wide

range of products involving a wide variety of technologies, ranging

from the relatively simple ones which may include certain improved

local technologies of the informal sector to those highly perfected

ones requiring great care in their operations. These industries also

use many engineers which many African countries possess or are now

training, but their requirement for technical qualifications is

average so that they can absorb some of the skills currently

available in the informal sector. Strengthening technical

experiences and skills by creating such industries is indispensable

for the promotion of the informal sector because of the profitable

intersectoral relations that it may create and the gradual
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consolidation of the national industrial fabric which can finally

result from it.

111. Such a reinforcement should be based on a firm determination

to intensify intersectoral exchanges between the industry and the

handicrafts^ in such key areas as masonry, maintenance and repairs,

recycling and other fitting activities, production of small

equipment, intermediate goods and raw materials, so that certain

small-scale enterprises can continue to develop to a level where they

can team up with other young- but much more productive industries.

7
The major problem to be addressed at the national, regional and

subregional levels is that of planning of industrial development

stages that can lead to such a transition with the least possible

impediment and the least social cost. The lack of a clear conception

of how to plan and facilitate the transition readjustments helped to

eliminate or jeopardize many professions in the past.

III. Development of a new institutional framework
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112. The promotion of the informal sector and its integration into

the African economies/ through demand and the strengthening of

r
relations between the modern and traditional sectors* presupposes

that specialized structures ^and cqQordinators ("should be set

the various assistance and aid structures, atrwull us agenciesyto

implement the relevant policies

A. Appropriate planning and technological assistance

structures

113. The new institutional framework to be developed should include

all the necessary structures for effectively achieving the objectives

of the informal sector as earlier stated. These structures should,

particular^, 'be "decentralized and flexible to allow for the

formulation of programme and project policies and the evaluation of

policies for promoting and protecting small-scale enterprises, which

may increase knowledge about the informal sector through a programme

of studies, surveys and enumeration as well as determine the

priorities within the sector. Such structures should also be
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strengthened through technical assistance services to small-scale

enterprises aimed at making the latter more efficient by adapting the

research and technologist- development results to the economic and

socib-cultural conditions of the users. It will be absolutely

necessary to invite such institutions to provide specialist advice,

improve information networks and promote skills for the success of

the new policies for promoting and integrating the informal sector.

B. Specific training and development structures

114. Here, it should be emphasized that inadeguacy of technical and

management skills on the part of the small-scale entrepreneurs is

responsible for many difficulties which they encounter, especially

in ^efficiently using the available resources. The prime objective

for promoting the informal sector is therefore to enhance production

capacities through a more effective use of labour and capital

factors. With regard to the first, it is necessary to improve the

skills of the small-scale producer and to help him to make a

profitable use of available or envisagedjT^This can be done by making
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use of and encouraging the informal training structures meant for the

young drop-outs, unschooled youths or illiterate adults. It is,

therefore, necessary to undertake new experiments, seek new aids and

devise adequate formulas for promoting the spread of new knowledge

or know-how suited to the technological culture of each country.. All

training and development actions should thus be based on local skills

v

and their methods of transmission. This approach can stimulate

craftsmen to participate in the exchange of experiences and

information. It will also help them in the search for applicable

solutions in mobilizing available local resources and in achieving

self-reliance with regard to external resources. The training which

is given on a part-time bases,'which does not cut the producer off
A

from his customers and income, eliminates the problem of

reintegration into the labour market at the end of the training

period.

More suitable financial assistance structure
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115. For a more efficient use of the capital factor, measures should

be taken to develop and spread improved technologies by intensifying

intersectoral relations. The assistance to be given to the informal

sector enterprises in this regard should first be to improve the

productivity of the existing equipment and then to facilitate

acquisition of small, relatively cheap equipment that is, however,

adequate for the conditions and characteristics of the users. To

this end, a more suitable financial assistance through new conditions

for granting loans and for providing services will make it possible

to install a climate of confidence between the banks and the small-

scale enterprises. These new mechanisms should aim specifically at

changing the current conservative attitude of the banks through the

implementation of a true development policy rather than a commercial

/
credit policy as currently practised.

D- Autonomous producers

116. in contrast with the organized pressure groups which manage to

make their views known, the small-scale informal sector producers
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generally do not have representative organizations recognized by the

Government. m fact, this is their greatest weakness. The

establishment for them of a completely^self-managed organization in

their image would enable them permanently to take their cfo destiny

in their own hands. This is all the more imperative as the

dependence of craftsmen on traders, who prosper at their expense,

«

reduces their income possibilities. Organization the sector is a

pre-requisite for its development. it requires a reliable

representative capable of organizing the sector's producers into an

association that would formulate and adopt sectoral policies and

measures. with this, economic planning and policy decisions could

be reconciled with the truly felt needs of the sector.
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